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	NAME: Drevina
	DESCRIPTION: The Drevina, native to Drevin VII, are long-limbed, gaunt creatures as a result of their homeworld’s low gravity. They embrace weightless environments & show no ill effects from prolonged zero-g living. In weightless environments, they are not only more comfortable, but they are quite nimble as well. Their bodies vary widely in color from individual to individual. Family provides each Drevina with an identity, opportunity, & direction in life. Their immediate family is always the most important thing in his or her life. Above the immediate family comes the clan. The central government of the Drevin Confederacy is simply an extension of this system which treats the entire race as if it were one family. Names: Female names are hyphenated while male names are not. Their clan name is their surname. Clan names: ex. Endina, Vara, Fessina, Yelauna.Male: Atoni, Keewa, Hatoga.Female: Ana-shi, Ten-sha, Wen-shar.
	ERA: 2371 and beyond (Shackleton Expanse)
	Text Field 13: My existence revolves around my family.
	Text Field 7: Insight +2, Reason +1
	Text Field 8: The  Drevina have long, flat faces with small noses & large, bulbous eyes. Like their limbs, their digits are long & thin, & very flexible. They are completely comfortable in zero-g & trained to use their physical abilities as assets [Receive Zero-G focus as a bonus]. In an earth-standard gravity, they must use all 4 limbs for locomotion & find breathing very difficult [Breathing apparatus provided at no cost]. 
	TALENTS: Drevina, or with GM's permission.
	TALENT NAME 1: Empathy [Required] [E12]
	TALENT TEXT 1: See Betazoid talent. The Drevina are all naturally empathic. Because of this, they often seem to be emotionless as they tightly control their own feelings. They always consider emotions, theirs & others, very carefully when making any important decisions.
	TALENT NAME 2: Embracing Emotions
	TALENT TEXT 2: Knowing how to play on another’s emotions make the Drevina excellent motivators & manipulators. In social interactions/conflicts, you gain 1d20 & reduce the Difficulty by 2, minimum of 1. Exception: Those with Mental Discipline or Mind Shield are immune.
	TALENT NAME 3: Reverse Engineering Mastery
	TALENT TEXT 3: Though they are not a particularly inventive race, the Drevina are extremely adept at analyzing the technology of other races, recreating & adapting it for their needs. You reduce the Difficulty of rolls for Reverse Engineering unknown technology by 3, minimum of 1.
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